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More on Nonlinear Distortion Correction*
Summary-Furtherconsideration
is given tobasicamplitude
limitations which mayapply to the complementary distortion method
of nonlinear distortion correction. It is found, in disagreement with
others, that points atwhich the differential gain is zero or infinite do
not limit the amplitude over which complete correction is possible
but that relative maxima, minima, gain zeros, infinite-gain
and
points
in the characteristic do set limitations when the usual
simply connected tandem configuration is employed. When the characteristic
to be corrected is multiple valued
or passes through points of zero or
infinite gain within a given amplitude range,
a multiply connected
correction circuit must be used for perfect correction of distortion
over the amplitude range in question.

input
and
infinite
output
impedance
respectively.
These conditions, which cannot be met in practice over
a nonzero amplitude range, can
still be well approximated over a limited range. Within this range, the important advantage of Waldhauer’s approach is t h a t t h e
sameelementsandcircuitconfigurationappearingin
theblack boxwhosecharacteristic
is to becorrected
appear also in the pre- or postdistortion correcting network.
In the rest of this paper, we shall be concerned with
amplituderestrictionsforcompletedistortioncorrecH E R E hasrecentlybeenacertainamount
of tion. In the limit
of completecorrection,thedistinccontroversy concerning amplitude limitations
in tion
between
preand
postdistortion
vanishe~.~J
thecomplementarydistortionmethod
of non- Therefore, we shall consider two nonlinear black boxes
linear distortion reduction. Two such limitations, which connectedintandemasshowninFig.
l(a) andshall
will be further discussed herein, were pointed out in the make no distinction between which represents the cororiginal paper’ and Waldhauerz later suggested a specificrectingcircuitandwhichthecircuittobecorrected.
configuration for complete distortion correction which
No significant generality ill be lost if we take K = 1,
is stated to be limited to the amplitude range over which
making the final output equal to the input when com[ d e l / d e o ( > 0, where eo= A cos ut is an input signal and pletecorrection is achieved. In the simplest case, the
el =j(eo) is the output signal obtained when eo is applied transferfunctions
el/eo= T1= f ( e o ) / e o and e l l e l = T ,
to the input of a predistortion network which is to cor- =g(el)/elmaybeconsideredasreal,single-valued
rect the distortion of a given black box whose input is operatorswhichoperateon
a singleinputtogivea
el and whose output, as shown in Fig. l ( a ) , is ez=g(el).
single output. Then, the condition
Perfect
distortion
correction
only
occurs
when
TlTz = I
(1)
e2 = Keo = g { f ( e , J
where K is the over-all amplification
factor. As pointed out by P r i t ~ h a r dperfect
,~
correction where I is the identity operator, leads to complete coris only achieved in Waldhauer’s configuration provided
rection.Inthiscase,theboxesmayclearlybeinterthetwoamplifiersheusesareassumedtohavezero
changedand
T2T1= I as well. Thus,theoperators

T

1,

Fig. 1-(a)
Usualconfiguration
for correctingnonlineardistortionbycomplementarydistortion.
z, y, and w are normalized
signal variables. (b) A multiply connected configuration for correcting nonlinear distortion generated in the left-hand circuit.

commute, a result which may also readily be established
formally.
In the latter part
of theAppendix of the author’s
paper,’ a method of complete distortion correction mas
described which depends on the conditionT I T z= I . This
method was later generalized by Waldhauer2 and has
been
recently
mentioned
again
by
Holbrook
and
T ~ d o s i e v . ~F u r t h e r discussion of anyamplituderestriction applying to this method
is neededsincethe
conclusions in the author’s paper,‘ those of Waldhauer,
and those of Holbrook and Todosiev are inconsistent
with each other in some cases. Note that this method is
more general than, and
is distinctfrom,Waldhauer’s
approximateconfigurationforobtainingresponseinversion.
In order to discuss amplitude limitations, it
will be
convenient to consider various classes of transfer functions for the left black box and to ask over what inputsignal amplitude range the nonlinearity introduced by
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the left box of Fig. l(a) can be completely corrected by
therightbox.Let
e1=aleo+a2e02+a3e03, a sufficiently
generalexpressionforillustrativepurposes.Forsimplicity,weshallrestrictattentiontotheupperrighthand el-eo quadrant; thus e l and eo will both be positive. The behavior in the other quadrants can be easily
specified in practical cases. The above expression for el
is,ingeneral,asymmetric.
If anonlinearpush-pull
characteristic is to be represented, el must be made an
odd or antisymmetric function of eo, while a symmetric
or even dependenceof el on e o would give a kind of rectifier characteristic. For a nonlinear amplifier, the overall response characteristic will fall entirely in the first
and third quadrants in cases of practical importance. If
the curve is antisymmetric in eo, the following treatment
for a given curve in quadrant1 can be applied without a
significant change to quadrant 3. If the curve is asymmetric,however,theamplitudelimitations
(if any)
which follow from the first and third quadrant responses
maybedifferent.Sincetheinputsignal
isassumed
sinusoidal,andhencechangessign,thelargestinput
amplitude which can still be used with complete distortion correction will be determined b>- the smaller of
thetwoamplitudelimitationsprovidedtheinputac
signaliszero-biased.
I t is desirable to express the el vs eo characteristic in
terms of normalized variables. First, take
al= 1, consistent with the choiceK = 1 for the over-all gain. Then,
let u 3= e a ; E =sgn a2, thesign of u2. Define z =aeo,
y=uel, w=ae2, and let n3,'a2=6. Then the cubic characteristic becomes
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Substitution of y = z + z 2 yields an identity as it should.
Here there is no ideal, or mathematical, input amplitude limitation when the right side of (3) is synthesized
exactly. In practice, the inversion of y = z + z 2 cannot be
carried out exactly, and Holbrook and Todosiev'si referenceto
merely obtainingtheinverse
is anundue
simplification.IYaldhauer's2specificconfigurationfor
distortion correction mentioned earlier represents a useful method of achieving approximate inversion, but it
will only be approximate i n an^- real circuit. Thus, i n
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number of cases of this characteristic are plotted in
Fig. 2 and mill bediscussedinterms
of amplitude
limitations.
I n Fig. 2(a), 6 has been set to zero andE taken as $1.
Theresultingsquare-law-distortioncharacteristic
mill
be completely
linearized
if thenormalizedoutput,
w ( y ) of the second black box in Fig. l(a)
is identically
equal to z , the normalized input to the system. When
this is the case, the right box has an inverse or complementary characteristic to the left one and the solution of the quadratic J,ields the single-valued response
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Fig. 2--\;arious illustrati\,enonlinearresponsefunctions.Foreach
part,theright-handcurve
s h o m the responsecomplementary
to that of the left-hand curve.

the present case, there are no mathematical amplitude
limitations but there will usuallS7 be practical physical
011es.~,~
I n the treatment of the present case in the latter part
of the Appendix of reference 1 it mas stated that complete correction could be obtained
if the Characteristic
(3) were realized using an analog computer, a general
term for passive and active components. Since the
I4'aldhauermethod
of approximateinversionrequires
a11
additionalcircuithavingexactlythesamenonlinear
response as that to be corrected,i t will not be appropriate in all cases.3 Usually, givena nonlinear characteristic
in terms of a el-eo response curve or its power-law representation,onemustsynthesizeitsinverse,such
as
t h a t in ( 3 ) , usingpassiveandpossiblyactivecompo-
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In order to achieve perfect correction over the entire
nents. Such synthesis will oftenbedifficult, but there
range 0 < z 5 1, the right black box must automatically
are no intrinsic physical or mathematical prohibitions
(4) to (5) when z passes
to the synthesis of a characteristic such as that in (3). switch its characteristic from
-the branch point 1/2. Such a logical decision requires
Thus, while power and voltage ratings are always limitedinpractice,basiclawssuchasthesecondlaw
of knowledge of the original variation of z a t t h e i n p u t a n d
can only be made with a circuit such as that
of Fig. 1 (b).
thermodynamics are not contravened by the synthesis.
In addition, it is evident that the gain e2/e1 is infinite
Fig.2(b)showscurvesadegreemorecomplicated.
when z = 1; thus, realization of the characteristic (5)
Here E = - 1 and 6 = 1/3. Both the direct and inverse
z = 1 can only be achieved
if a
characteristics are shown, and it will be noted that the itself up to or beyond
portion of the original input is available at the rightform of thedirectcharacteristichasbeenselectedto
give an inflection point in the y - z curve a t z = 1 where hand box as in Fig. l(b). We may conclude from Fig.
2(c) and(d)thatwheneverarelativemaximumor
the differential gain, d y / d z , is zero. The exact inverse
characteristic correspondingly showsd w / d y = d z l d y = m minimum occurs in the response function el(eo) or y ( z ) ,
asinthecase
of completesaturationormultiplea t this one point. This result does not require that the
valued
characteristics,
perfect correction using the congain e*/e1 of the right black box be infinite a t this point,
figuration
of
Fig.
l(a)
cannot
beachieved
for input
as Waldhauer2 has stated, but only that the differential
amplitudes
greater
than
that
which
yields
the
first
gain be infinite a t one point, a condition which can be
maximum or minimum. In the present case, the ampliachievedinapracticalcircuitusingactiveelements.
tude is thus limited to z < 112, equivalent to the condiHereagain,theinversecharacteristic
is stillsingle
valued, the conditions d2y/dz2= d y / d z = 0 do not define tion x 1/2 given in the Appendix of reference 1. This
is a mathematical and physical or configurational limianamplitudelimitation,andthereareonlypractical
tation
and disagrees with the conclusions
of Holbrook
obstacles to the realization of complete correction over
and
T
o
d
~
s
i
e
v
.
~
should
I
t
also
be
mentioned
that i n the
anarbitraryamplituderange.
Appendix'
another
amplitude
limitation,
x
<0.207,
was
I n Fig. 2(c), a characteristic showing complete saturagiven
which
applies
to
the
square-law
distortion
case.
tion for z 2 1/2 is depicted. This nonlinearity can only
This is apurelymathematicallimitation
on theinbecorrectedfor
z > 1/2withinfinitedirectgain,not
version-of-series
methodl
of
determining
the
compledifferentialgain, in thecomplementary box. There is
mentary or inverse characteristic. This method
JTields
here a definitemathematicalandpracticalamplitude
aninfinitenumber
of correctiontermswhich,praclimitation. S o t et h a t
completecorrectioncouldbe
tically, must be realized with a finite number of correctachieved, however, with the circuit
of Fig. l(b). Here
the transfer operator Ta is a function of two separate ing elements. When x >0.207, the power series in quesof
inputs, one of which is the original input eo. The com- tiondoesnotconvergeandcompletecorrection
square-law distortion by this method will be impossible.
pletesystem is multiplyconnected,notsimplyconIn summary, we may conclude that, aside from pracnected as i t is in the configuration of Fig. 1 (a), the only
ticalconsiderations,completecorrection
of agiven
situationoriginallyconsideredincomplementarydistortion correction.' In many cases of practical interest, nonlinear input-output characteristic is possibleusing
a tandem arrangementfor an unlimited input amplitude
the original signal eo is unavailable a t t h e second black
range provided the initial characteristic always either
box, and sequential or tandem correction such as that
monotonicallyincreasesordecreasesandnozeroor
shown in Fig. l(a) is the best that is possible.
infinitegainpointsarereached.
On theotherhand,
Finally, Fig. 2(d) presents a case where the complewhenever the characteristicis multiple valued, a simplymentaryorinversecharacteristic
is multiplevalued.
connectedtandemcorrectingcircuitcanyieldcomHere 6 = O and E = - 1. As shown, the inverse characplete correction only over an amplitude range extendteristic is single valued up to
y = 1/4, a pointwhere
ing up to the first relative maximum or minimum or
again the differential gain
d e z / d e l is infinite. Here the
of the characteristic. In the
point ( z , y) = (1/2, 1/4) is arelativemaximum
in y zero or infinite gain point
multiple-valuedcase,amultiplyconnectedcorrection
rather than an inflection point, and d 2 y / d z 2 # 0 . In the
region 0 < w = z 1/2, the inverse characteristicis single circuitmustbeusedtoachievecompletecorrection.
Thenumber
of logicaldecisions(orseparatesignal
valued and given by
paths) which must be made in such a circuit
is equal
w = z z - [; 1 - 4 1 - 4 4 ,
(4) to the number of relative maxima, minima, gain zeros,
andinfinite-gainpointswhichoccurwithintheamplitude range over which complete correctionis desired.
a responsewhichcanberealizedapproximatelyby
iValdhauer's inversion technique or by other methods.
For 1/2 < z < 1, the necessary inverse characteristic for
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